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Marriage portion as the Main Constituent of Woman’s Property in
Roman and Old Georgian Law

MARIAM KHOPERIA*

1. Origin of Marriage portion, the Concept and the Object of Regulation in
Old Rome and Georgia

1.1 Definition of Marriage portion in Roman Law

The historical documents describing the habits and traditions of Roman society clearly
evidence the existence of the marriage portion within the rite of marriage as one of the
important household institutions which was given out for the purpose of covering the
common family expenses under the pretext of marriage. According to the aforementioned
historical documents, the marriage portion was a particular and almost necessary
accessory of marriage in that the giving of a marriage portion to a daughter or daughters
was a point of honour and the moral obligation of a father. However poor a father might
have been, he would have been considered as a dishonest man if he failed to give a
marriage portion to his daughter. The situation was also the same in Georgia with parents
always trying to give the best marriage portion to their daughter. First of all, this was
done due to their desire to create good living conditions for their daughter in her new life.
The opinion of neighbours and relatives also counted to a great extent in that no one
wanted to disgrace himself before the newly-related family. As stated by Machabeli,
“They did not want to give a poor marriage portion to their daughter and quite often used
to prepare such a marriage portion which exceeded the economic potential of their
family. Some ambitious families even used to borrow money in order to prepare the
marriage portion for their daughters”.1 “There were also cases when the preparation of
a marriage portion used to ruin the economic stability of a family”.2

Through giving a good marriage portion, the parents tried to mitigate the loss caused by
the marriage of a daughter and her leaving the family, on one hand, and to provide for the
economic stability of their daughter, on the other, for her not to feel humiliated and
oppressed in her husband’s family.

The marriage portion was so important within the life of the ancient Romans that this
institution was the object of the interest of the state and it even provided for a certain

* Student of doctoral studies at the Tbilisi State University Law Faculty.
1 Machabeli, From the Household History of the Georgian People (The Institute of the Dowry in East
Georgia), Tbilisi, 1976, 41 (In Georgian).
2 Khvostov, A Woman and Human Dignity, Moscow, 1914, 36 (In Russian).
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family law regulation with respect to the marriage portion. “It is important for the state
that women be provided with a marriage portion which guarantees their marriage”.3

In Georgia, the marriage portion or the property belonging to a woman is first mentioned
in the sources and documents of feudal times. In the opinion of Georgian scholars,
however, it should have existed even earlier insofar as this type of property is related to
such a social–economical unit of society as is the family.

The Roman name for the marriage portion was dos and is a term which is beyond doubt.
It should be mentioned, however, that legal literature offers a multitude of definitions of
the term “marriage portion” with almost every author giving a more or less identical
definition of the concept of marriage portion. According to Professor Bogolepov, for
example, the marriage portion as a household institution existed in Rome from times
immemorial. Usually, a father believed that it was a point of honour not to marry off his
daughters without a marriage portion. We are not aware, however, of whether or not the
law provided for the definition of a marriage portion as a type of property.4

According to the explanation of Professor Baron, “a marriage portion is everything that
is handed over to a husband (or his father if he is under paternal authority) by a wife or on
her behalf for the mitigation of the expenses of family life”.5

In the opinion of Professor Grimm, “a marriage portion is the property which is given to
a husband by a wife or a third person with this property to be used for the coverage of
common household expenses”.6

Historically, the introduction of the institution of the marriage portion stems from the
development of alimentary obligations. The parents or their legal successors used to
provide a woman, who married off the family and created one of her own, with some
property in terms of a marriage portion.7

Professor Novitski believes that “this term was used to denote the things or some other
part of property which was given to a husband by a wife, the head of her family or any
other third person for lessening the material difficulties of family life”.8

In the opinion of Professor Khvostov, “a marriage portion means the property transferred
to a husband to mitigate the burden of family life caused to him”.9

In book The Roman Law, by Professor Bartoshek, the properties which were denominated
by the terms dos (marriage portion) and rex uxoria (wife’s property) are regarded to be
synonymous concepts.

3 Justinian, The Digestae, Book 23.3.3 (in Georgian).
4 Bogolepov, Textbook of the History of Roman Law, Moscow, 1895, 504 (in Russian).
5 Baron, The Framework of the Roman Civil Law, St-Petersburg, 2005, 823 (in Russian).
6 Grimm, The Dogmas of Roman Law, Moscow, 1905 (in Russian).
7 Zomm, The Institutions of Roman Law, 1888, 299 (in Russian).
8 Novitski, The Roman Law, Moscow, 1996, 66 (in Russian).
9 Khvostov, The History of Roman Law, Moscow, 1919, 262 (in Russian).
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We believe that the combination of the aforementioned definitions will allow us to arrive at
a more or less exhaustive definition of a marriage portion; that is, the property which is
given to a husband by a wife or a third person for the mitigation of family expenses.
Together with the evolution of the society, both the definition of the marriage portion and
the attitude towards this institution were changing. Consequently, the concept of the
marriage portion did not develop within one stroke in the creation of Roman law.

1.2 The Definition of Marriage Portion in Old Georgian Law

Unlike the Roman law, the origin of the term “mzitevi” (marriage portion) in the Georgian
language is doubtless. It is possible, however, that some other word or term was used to
denote the woman’s property in Georgia in earlier times but we are of the opinion that the
aforementioned term is indeed of Georgian origin. In this context we agree with Machabeli
when she says that “It is beyond doubt that the term “mzitevi” (marriage portion) appears
in the Georgian language and then spread to various parts of Georgia”.10

In the opinion of the Academician Gamkrelidze, “the word “mzitevi” (marriage portion)
was created within the Georgian language and it has no analogy in other languages of the
Georgian family. In particular, it is still difficult to clearly identify from which language
source it came into Georgian. The term used in the Acadian language, “zittum”, which
means the share of a man and a woman and stems from the word “division”, may clarify
the actual origin of the Georgian term for marriage portion”.

According to the statements of Professor Kekelidze: “In the eighth and ninth centuries,
parents used to prepare a marriage portion for their daughters with the concept of the
marriage portion including every type of property, even land”.11

According to the definition of Chubinashvili, “the marriage portion is the property to be
given to a woman from her parents’ house”.12

The Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani Dictionary offers the following definition of a marriage portion
as “the goods accompanying a daughter-in-law”.13

According to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Georgian Language, a marriage portion is
the property which was given to a woman by her parents upon her marriage.14

A marriage portion, it can also be stated, is the property brought by a wife to her husband
with the legal purpose of providing the newly created family and household with a propriety
source for the mitigation of the burden of marriage.15

10 Machabeli, op.cit, 30.
11 Kekelidze, The History of Georgian Literature, Vol. 2, Tbilisi, 1941, 14 (in Georgian).
12 Chubinashvili, Georgian Dictionary, Tbilisi, 1961, 293.
13 Orbeliani, Dictionary, Tbilisi, 1992, 282  (in Georgian).
14 Explanatory Dictionary of the Georgian Language, Tbilisi, 1986, 292.
15 Nadareishvili, From the History of Georgian Family law, Tbilisi, 1986, 19 (in Georgian).
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1.3 Evolution of Marriage portion According to Roman Law

There was no duly established order for the disposal of a marriage portion. It was directly
related to and conditioned by the relationship between a husband and a wife during their
marriage including after a divorce and also upon the death of one of the spouses.

The history of the institution of the marriage portion is divided into three main stages. Such a
division, according to Roman law, is conditioned by the social and legal status of a married
woman. In fact, the legal status of a woman used to change together with the increase of the
level of her freedom as a legal subject and, consequently, her property rights used to expand
as well which included, amongst them, the property given to her as a marriage portion.

Professor Khvorostov says that “the institution of the marriage portion existed within
ancient Roman Law together with the cum manu mariti type of marriage. If conventio
manum was done by a sui iuris wife, then the entire property of the wife was transferred
into the ownership of a husband, fully substituting the marriage portion”.16

According to Tacitus, in the era when a family was based upon the principle of agnation
and there were still no property relationships between the head of the family and the
aliena iuris persons and, later, when a family became a union of consumers, the obligation
of bringing some property into the family was vested only with a wife (for the mitigation of
the material status of the common life of spouses).

In ancient Rome the marriage portion was transferred into the full ownership of a husband
but there was no legal provision for its restitution in the case of divorce.

Commensurate with the type of marriage initially existing in Rome cum manu mariti a wife
was transferred under the authority of a husband upon the basis of a preliminary
agreement between the paterfamilias of a bride and a groom.

If a bride was aliena iuris, then the marriage portion was given to her by the head of the
family according to the customs of the time. Although this tradition materially promoted the
joining of a husband’s family by a woman, the wife would, at the same time, lose the lawful
right to succession. On the other hand, this reinforced the status of a woman in her husband’s
family. Initially, as far as a married woman was legally in manu, she was not entitled to
dispose of the property. For this reason, the marriage portion was transferred into the
ownership of a husband and became a part thereof. The husband’s authority over the
marriage portion was so strong that he was in no way obliged to return the marriage part of
his wife even in the case of divorce (which was a very rare case in those times). Consequently,
the marriage portion-related matters caused no actual problems. In the case of the
termination of marriage by reason of the death of a wife, the husband used to assume the
responsibility for taking care of their children. In the case of the termination of marriage by
reason of the death of a husband, the in manu wife was also entitled to an inheritance, like
the children, and was the manner of restitution of her marriage portion.17

16 Khvostov, The History of Roman Law, Moscow, 1919, 265 (in Russian).
17 Khvostov, A Woman and Human Dignity, Moscow, 1956, 263 (In Russian).
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1.4 The Object of Marriage portion According to Roman Law

In Rome anything having proprietary values could have been the object of a marriage
portion; that is, any material and non-material property wealth, emancipated and non-
emancipated, tangible and intangible, movable or immovable things, land, money,
animals, slaves, etc.

According to Professor Grimm, any valuable wealth could have been given out as a
marriage portion. A person giving away the marriage portion could have provided for a
title in terms of the marriage portion, for some mandatory requirements with respect to
doris causa, to remit a debt, etc.

In the opinion of Professor Baron, the marriage portion can be provided for through
various types of transactions: transfer, promise or refute.

1. The transfer of a marriage portion means the immediate transfer of respective property
to a husband without an advance promise:
 a) When the objects of the marriage portion were material things with respect to which a
husband was to acquire a title. In this case, the traditio should have been applied.
b) The servitude, emphyteusis, superficies could have also been transferred to a husband.
c) A claim against third persons could have been assigned to a husband within the
framework of a marriage portion in terms of cession or delegation. When the debtor was
the husband himself, then the debt should have been remitted.
d) When the object of a marriage portion was some property in whole, the different
transaction applied to its constituent parts.
e) When the marriage portion implied the dissociation from or renunciation of inheritance,
the simple declaration of such intention was sufficient.

2. Later on, in the classic era, a marriage portion promise used to be given in terms of
stipulatio (promissio dotis) or dotis dictio. Subsequently, the dotis dictio was cancelled
by the Law of Justinian and substituted by an unofficial agreement.

3. Testamentary prescription, meaning a testamentary prescription in favour of a husband;
a testamentary prescription for a wife with the stipulation that the property constituting a
marriage portion under an inheritance will not be directly specified as such but, rather,
there are grounds for its being specified as a marriage portion.18

It should be mentioned as well that the substitutable items given away as a marriage
portion were subject to restitution in equal amount and in adequate quality. Gay wrote:
“The items given as a marriage portion, which are identified by weight, quantity or size,
constitute a risk for a husband insofar as they are given for the husband to dispose of
them at his own discretion and, in the case of divorce, he or his successors are required
to return some other items of the same type and features (quality)”.19

18 Baron, The Framework of the Roman Civil Law, St-Petersburg, 2005, 826 (in Russian).
19 Justinian, The Digestae, Book. 23.3.42 (Georgian).
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According to Roman law, any yield from the property given away as a marriage portion in terms
of cattle, slaves, products or any other benefit joined the property of a husband. Romans, who
were the great admirers of precision, used to regulate each of these cases by a special statute.
It is repeatedly mentioned in the Digestae, for example: “But the yield of cattle [given as marriage
portion] belongs to a husband…”20 and: “If a slave, given as a marriage portion before the
marriage acquires something by donation or legacy, again before marriage, then the marriage
portion will be enriched as enriched is the land parcel with yields which was transferred [to a
husband] before marriage…”21 or: “If something was added to an unevaluated land parcel, then
this [addition] is the wife’s profit and if something is missing, then it is the loss of a wife…”22 or: “If
slaves (given away as marriage portion) give birth to children, these [children] are not the husband’s
profit…”23 or, again: “If a spare property given as marriage portion is burdened with usufruct, this
will be regarded as the yield from a marriage portion and not a new marriage portion as is the
case with a [land parcel] when it is expanded by land brought as marriage portion”.24

As time passed and the obligation of giving a marriage portion to daughters was imposed
upon the mothers as well, they could give their daughters certain movable property. The Digestae
reads as follows in this respect: “If the mother gave [her] daughter some gold articles under the
right to use and father has given there golden articles to future husband as marriage portion…”25

The Romans were particularly sensitive with respect to cases when “a wife had a land parcel
as a part of her marriage portion…”26 As stated in the Digestae: “When a father gives a land
parcel, purchased in good faith, as a marriage portion, then this [marriage portion] is
regarded as a marriage portion coming from him”.27

In fact, a land parcel given away as a marriage portion was the object of particular care of the state.
For this reason, the procedure of alienation of land parcels as marriage portions was regulated
by the state. Initially, a husband enjoyed the full right of alienation of a land parcel received as a
marriage portion. Later on, this right of a husband was substantially limited with respect to a land
parcel received as a marriage portion whilst, according to Lex Iilia de fundo dotali, the alienation
of the land parcels, which were the part of marriage portion, was totally prohibited. In this respect,
Paulus specifically mentions in Book 23 of the Digestae: “And the alienation of a land parcel is no
way admissible when a woman’s (wife’s) marriage portion claim is met or should be met”.28

In his Digestae, Justinian pays particular attention to money transferred as a marriage portion.
For instance, “…who gave money to a husband as a marriage portion” or “if someone donated
a certain amount to the father for him to give this money to his daughter (as marriage portion)”
then, as stated by Julius in Book 17 of the Digestae, this would not be the case of “profectitius”.

20 Ibid, 23.3.10.3.
21 Ibid, 23.3.47.
22 Ibid, 23.3.10.1.
23 Ibid, 23.3.10.2.
24 Ibid, 23.3.4.
25 ibid, 23.3.34.
26 Ibid, 23.3.50.
27 Ibid, 23.3.6.1.
28 Ibid, 23.5.3.1.
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This marriage portion will be the “adventitious”. 29 Frequently, the things to be given as a marriage
portion were substituted by money and vice versa.

“We say that it is possible to substitute a marriage portion during the marriage in the event
that this is beneficial for the woman such as if, [for example,] money is substituted by a thing
or a thing is substituted by money. And this [rule] is acceptable”.30

Non-material property was also given as a marriage portion. In Rome such property was the
legacy or “when father promises [a husband] to give marriage portion for [his] daughter and
[then] leaves this marriage portion as legacy…”31 or the following type of promise, “when [a
debtor promises] a marriage portion [instead of debt,] the obligation with respect to this issue
is vested with a fiduciary on his behalf”.32

A special type of marriage portion, called the parapherna, existed in ancient Rome. The term
parapherna is of Greek origin and means “except for marriage portion” which is the property
owned by a married woman. This type of marriage portion was created at a later date during the
sine manu mariti type of marriage where the married woman had the right to freely dispose of
this property as her private property. In Roman law, the synonyms of parapherna, in the opinion
of Professor Bartoshek, are recepticia and res extra dotem: “Consequently if things, which
were denominated as parapherna [παραφερυα] by Greeks and “peculium” by Galls, were given
as marriage portion…”33

1.5 The Object of Marriage Portion According to Old Georgian Law

Under old Georgian law, the rules for taking care of a woman’s property changed after
she got married. Cattle, which was part of her “satavno” (the type of property which a
woman used to keep for herself after getting married and which could grow and expand)
was not included into the common-family property and, for this reason, was not maintained
at the expense of the husband. As a rule, the women used to give her “satavno” to others
(a family member or some other person) and any income from this was her inviolable
property. This was the old mode of use of “satavno” in the mountainous regions of Georgia.

Later, together with the development of the family community, the “satavno” could be
maintained within the community of a husband although the wife was required to contribute
the yield into the common-family property.

Machabeli wrote that: “In certain mountainous regions of Georgia, a marriage portion
meant only that part of woman’s property which included personal effects and household
furnishings whilst “satavno” comprised the sheep, cows, horses or money belonging to
a woman; that is, everything, that was profitable for her”. Unlike a marriage portion, the

29 Ibid, 23.3.5.9.
30 Ibid, 23.3.26.
31 Ibid, 23.3.29.
32 Ibid, 23.3.55.
33 Ibid, 23.3.9.3.
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characteristic feature of “satavno” was that it increased during the marriage period whilst a
marriage portion was not subject to expansion. Consequently, the objects of “satavno,” or
the woman’s property, were mainly the domestic animals. Unlike in the mountainous regions,
however, the lowlands of East Georgia used the term “satavno” to denote money which was
lent for generating interest.

“Satavno” and the marriage portion had different implications in the mountainous regions of
East Georgia with ethnographical materials clearly demonstrating that the meanings of “satavno”
and the marriage portion differed from one part of Georgia to another (Khevi, Pshavi, Khevsureti).

In Pshavi, like Kartli, the composition of a marriage portion was regulated by the local traditions
and corresponded to the economic status of a peasant of moderate means. The elder daughter
of a peasant of moderate means, for example, typically received the following marriage portion:
two sets of bedding, twenty dresses, seven or eight shirts, twenty skirts and one cow. The second
daughter received two sets of bedding, thirteen or fourteen dresses, fourteen skirts, five aprons
and one cow. The third one received two sets of bedding, sixteen dresses, eight skirts, three or
four shirts, six aprons, one cow and seven sheep… Additionally, each of the daughters was given
two rugs (sewn by the young women themselves), two felt cloaks, two round cushions and a
weathercock. The women also took silver necklaces, a reaping-hook and a hackling machine
to their new home. The bedding and garments were given to them on their wedding day.

In Pshavi, “satavno” was the part of the marriage portion constituting the cattle given to a young
woman. “… In old times, they used to give a rug, an ark, beddings, and even a cow as a marriage
portion… Our “satavno” is our property”. According to the same narrator, bedding and garments
were never called “satavno”. Only the cattle belonging to a woman was called “satavno” whilst
that belonging to the man was called “sasakhlo”.34 In Pshavi, “satavno” was the property other
than “sasakhlo” which constituted only the personal property of a woman. “…“satavno” is
the property of a woman in her husband’s family or the property which is separate from the
“sasakhlo” property and which is not divided in the case of divorce. Garments, arks, a cow
and the sheep make the “satavno” of a woman and they are not included in a share”.35

Based on the foregoing, it can be asserted that a woman’s property in Pshavi was denoted
by two terms: a marriage portion and the “satavno”. The term “satavno” was mainly used
in the meaning of a part of the marriage portion and denoted the cattle belonging to a
woman. Sometimes “satavno” was used to stress that the property belonged to a woman
and that it was not the “sasakhlo” property. In Pshavi, the term “marriage portion” also
covered the personal effects of a woman whilst gainful property was called “satavno”.

In Khevsureti, the term “satavno” was used even earlier and referred only to the cattle
belonging to a woman whilst the term “marriage portion” was introduced later. According
to an old tale, “We did not know the term ’marriage portion.’ I married off an orphan and

34 Machabeli, op.cit., 46.
35 Machabeli, op.cit., 24-26.
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I gave her cutlery, bedding, silver articles and garments. We, Khevsuretians, do not know
the word “marriage portion”. We say, instead, “I gave my daughter everything I could:
bedding and cutlery but we did not call it a marriage portion”.36

For the Khevi population, it is interesting that the term “marriage portion” only referred to
the personal effects of a woman whilst the cattle belonging to her was again called
“satavno” like in Khevsureti and Pshavi.37

Professor Kharadze wrote that in Zemo Svaneti, a woman’s property was identified in the
following manner: a bride used to receive a part of the “urvati” from her father’s family (in
some of the mountainous regions of Georgia, this referred to the property for “buying out”
of a bride from her father’s family) which was brought by the groom and which consisted of
a certain amount of bulls and a small land parcel. A bride’s father maintained the part of the
cattle and the land was given to the woman’s husband in exchange for the bulls.

For feudal lowlands, the institution of the marriage portion was known both for peasants and
the gentry. The marriage portion of peasant women was, of course, far less expensive. Article
82 of the Book of Laws of Aghbugha Atabag-Amirspasalari clearly demonstrates that the
marriage portion of a peasant woman, called “sasakonlo”, refers to movable things and
armour. The latter was, as well, much less costly than the armour of a representative of the
gentry. It can be supposed that cattle were also given to a peasant woman in the meaning of a
marriage portion although the Book of Laws of Aghbugha does not say anything about this
issue. It is not a fortuity that the aforementioned Article of the Book of Laws does not mention
immovable property, that is, land, amongst the property included in the marriage portion of a
peasant widow. As a rule although with some exception, a peasant had neither the legal nor
factual possibility of giving land to his daughter.38

In general, the composition of property given as a marriage portion in the lowland regions of
Georgia was far more diversified. This particularly concerns the personal effects and household
furnishings (garments, furniture, bedding, dishware, etc.). Later on, the inclusion of cattle in a
marriage portion became less popular with the more well-off families and those of moderate
means trying to give only money to their daughters upon their marriage. It should be mentioned
as well that the mandatory and crucial part of a marriage portion in Kartli consisted of personal
effects and household furnishings without which the marrying off of a daughter from a family
was considered shameful. Home-made cloth and furniture were no longer popular in Kartli
and families had to purchase everything from merchants and craftsmen what was expensive
even in those times.

Based upon the aforementioned, it is apparent that the marriage portion of a woman
consisted of two main parts: her personal effects (garments and jewellery) and household
furnishings (tools, furniture, and dishware) and also the gainful property (cattle, money,
land, apiaries, etc.) In East Georgia, the marriage portion of a young woman was

36 Machabeli, op.cit. (narrator Alexi Ochiauri), 24-26.
37 Itonishvili, From the History of Family Relationships of Georgian Highlanders, Tbilisi, 1960, 232 (in
Georgian).
38 Nadareishvili, op.cit., 198-199.
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characterised by a particular diversification of personal effects and household furnishings
from both qualitative and quantitative points of view. It consisted of garments, golden and
silver articles decorated with precious stones, furniture and dishware, bedding, linen,
luxury goods, cattle, land and money. The social differentiation of society, however, provided
for the material difference in the composition of marriage portions. In Kartli and Kakheti,
the provision of a marriage portion promoted the settlement of marriage relationships.39

In the highlands of Georgia (Khevsureti, Khevi and Pshavi), the marriage portion was not
a decisive factor for the marriage of a young couple and, as such, it was not subject to
negotiations between the parties.

2. The Disposal of the Marriage Portion during the Marriage According to Roman
and Old Georgian Laws

Roman lawyers developed a whole set of legal provisions which provided for the precise
essence of the institution of the marriage portion both during the marriage and after its
termination. Subsequently, this set of rules was denominated as the Law on Marriage
Portion. As concerns the laws on the marriage portion of many of other European countries
at the time (France, Belgium, Italy, etc.),40 the so-called Dotal Law came to be based upon
the basic principles of the former.

The legal fate of the marriage portion during the marriage period depended considerably
upon the legal status of the woman. In ancient Rome, a woman was first under the power of
her father and then of her husband. After joining the husband’s family, a woman used to
lose the connections with the family of her father and become free from his authority. A wife
was subordinated to the authority of a husband within the initial type of marriage, called
cum manu mariti. A wife had no rights whatsoever and was at the disposal of her husband
together with her children. Within this type of marriage, the predominance of a husband
was so substantial that the marriage portion was included in husband’s property and used
to become a legal part thereof. A wife did not enjoy any property rights and, consequently,
had no legal right to her marriage portion. “Constante matrimonio dotem in bonis mariti
esse” or “During the marriage, the marriage portion is within the property of a husband”.41

As time passed, a new type of marriage was introduced and the legal status of a woman
changed considerably. From the legal point of view a wife, being freed from the authority
of the head of the family was regarded as a member of the parents’ families and not that
of her husband.42 During this period, the husband’s authority was substantially restricted.
A husband did not enjoy any rights with respect to either the personality of his wife or her
property.43 A husband, for example, was not entitled to kill his wife or sell her as a slave,
etc. This, in its turn, influenced the personal and property relationships between spouses.

39 Machabeli, op.cit., 89.
40 Roman Private Law (group of authors), Moscow, 1996, 136 (in Russian).
41 Digeste ou Pandectes. Livre Cinquantième, 1.21.4, Paris, 1995.
42 Joffe/Nadareishvili, The Basics of Roman Civil Law, Tbilisi, 1994, 37 (in Georgian).
43 See ibid.
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During the sine manu mariti type of marriage, the properties of the spouses were still separated
from each other. During the marriage period, the marriage portion, the property handed over to a
husband, was subject to special regulation. A husband was entitled to manage the property of his
wife only if the wife allowed him to do so. “Quamvis in bonis mariti dos est, mulieris tamen est” or
“Although the marriage portion is included in the property of a husband, it still belongs to a wife”.44

During the Republic period, when the institution of the family had substantially deteriorated, the marriage
portion became a somewhat legal ground for marital manipulation. In particular, a husband was
entitled to marry simply for the purpose of receiving a marriage portion, to dispose of it at his own
discretion and to retain it in the case of divorce. For the prevention of this undesirable fact, wives and
persons providing for the marriage portion used to bind the husband by promise that the marriage
portion would have been returned to the wife in the case of divorce or the death of the husband.

Later on, with a purpose of the limitation of the rights of a husband, the Roman Emperor
Augustus promulgated a law Lex Iulia de fundo dotali (the Law of Julius on Land Parcels
Making a Marriage Portion). With the help of this Law, which substantially limited the rights of
a husband, the Emperor intended, first of all, to protect the land parcels constituting the
territory of Italy against alienation and, secondly, to also protect the women’s rights. It should
be mentioned as well that this Law applied only to those land parcels which were located
within the territory of Italy. Book 23 of the Digestae Ulpianus offered the following definition of
the land parcels constituting the marriage portion: “Dotale praedium accipere debemus tam
urbanum quam rusticum ad omne enim aedificium lex Iulia pertinebit”. The term “land parcels
constituting the marriage portion” includes both urban and rural land parcels (that is, the
houses) insofar as the Law of Julius applied to all the buildings”.45

The Law did not say anything about the movable property constituting a marriage portion
and the land parcels located outside Italy. Based upon the foregoing and according to the
Law, a husband was prohibited from partial or total alienation of the marriage portion
without the consent of his wife. This prohibition was a crucial turning point in the earlier
existing mode of the disposition of property and played an important part in the
establishment of the essence of the legal institution of the marriage portion. In time, Emperor
Justinian extended the aforementioned prohibition to the land parcels constituting a
marriage portion which were located in the provinces.46

2.1 Nubile Age According to Roman and Old Georgian Law

It was typical for people in ancient Rome to get married very early. “… According to law,
a man having reached the years of puberty and a woman being of a marriageable age”47

could get married. The marriageable age for women was when they reached twelve years
of age whilst that for men was when they were fourteen. Girls were typically married off
when they were between thirteen and seventeen years old but “a girl (bride) who was not

44 The Digestae of Justinian, Book 23.3.75.
45 The Digestae of Justinian, Book 23.5.13.
46 Bartoshek, Roman Law (Concepts, Terms, Definitions), Moscow, 1989, 190 (in Russian).
47 The Institutions of Justinian, I.X.
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yet twelve for the moment of her marriage will become a lawful wife when she attains the
age of twelve in her husband’s house”.48 Based upon the aforementioned, it can be said
that from a strict period of virginity, the young girls used to find themselves in the very
free surroundings of a Roman matron without any advance knowledge of life.

In Georgia, the marriageable age of young people depended upon their nubile capacity
and, more precisely, their puberty. “The parties acquired such capacity upon reaching a
certain age, twelve-to-fourteen years for girls and fifteen years for boys”.49

It should be mentioned that the marriageable age was rather low in earlier times. This was due
to the great importance placed upon the creation of a family and giving birth to children.
Furthermore the general social activity of the population was rather low as well.

“According to the Dzeglisdeba (Set of Rules) of the Ruis-Urbnisi clerical assembly of 1103, the
attainment of a certain age was mandatory for getting married: a woman should have been no
less than twelve years old. It seems it was a commonly accepted practice to bless the marriage
of girls who were “almost children” even though this was prohibited by the Dzeglisdeba”.50

3. The Rules of Regulation of the Marriage Portion in the Case of Termination of Marriage

3.1 The Fate of the Marriage Portion in the Case of Termination of Marriage According
to Roman Law

In ancient Rome, the law provided for the exact fate of the marriage portion in the capacity of
private property in the case of the termination of a marriage. The difference of the decisions
made with respect to this issue were conditioned by the epoch, on the one hand, and by the
reasons of marriage which are explicitly mentioned in legal sources, on the other. The disposal
of the marriage portion after the termination of marriage was related to a great extent to the
social emancipation of a woman. Based upon the foregoing, the rights guaranteed by law with
respect to the marriage portion commensurate with the existing rules can be easily understood.

Book 24 specifically mentions three legal grounds for the termination of a marriage: a
divorce, death of one of the spouses and the deprivation of liberty of one of the spouses.

As stated by Professor Khvostov, initially Roman law only entitled a husband to demand
a divorce and, even so, only in exceptional cases such as, for instance, if a wife committed
one of the following grave crimes: poisoning of children, manufacturing a copy of a key
to a wine cellar or licentiousness. According to the law, the movable and immovable
property of a wife (money, cattle, slaves, land parcel, etc.) constituting her marriage
portion was fully assimilated within the husband’s property. “The pre-evaluated and
transferred things [to a husband] constituting a marriage portion, were regarded as the

48 The Digestae of Justinian, Book 23.2.4.
49 Garishvili, Political and Legal Opinions of David Bagrationi, Son of Giorgi, Tbilisi, 2004, 127 (in Georgian).
50 Surguladze, The Sources of the History of Georgian Law, Tbilisi, 2002, 184 (in Georgian).
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property given into the ownership of a husband irrespective of whether or not they were
used by a wife”.51 By reason of the foregoing, the marriage portion remained under the
ownership of a husband in the case of the termination of a marriage. As stated by Professor
Baron, however, if the husband demanded a divorce in absence of the aforementioned
reasons, the law obliged him to give one-half of his property to his divorced wife and to
sacrifice the other part to Ceres, the Goddess of Agriculture.

The things given out as a marriage portion were subject to return in the same amount and
adequate quality. Guy wrote: “The things, given out as a marriage portion, which are identified
according to their weight, quantity and size is a risk factor for a husband as they are given to
the husband for the purpose of their disposal at his own discretion and for him or his
successors to return the same types of things and of the same quality in the case of divorce”.52

Because of the foregoing, a husband was quite frequently interested in the non-evaluation
of things, particularly cattle or garments, transferred to him as a marriage portion.53

As regards non-interchangeable things, they were subject to individual return. Paulus
wrote: “A husband is entitled to return even a damaged [thing]”.54

Later on, during the period of the Republic, it became possible to get a divorce on the
basis of a bilateral or unilateral request of either a wife or a husband. A divorce by mutual
agreement was called the divortium and a divorce on the basis of a unilateral will of one
of the spouses was a repudium.55 Book 50 of the Digestae gives the following definition
of these two terms: “The difference between the “divorce” and the “repudiation” is that the
latter is possible both before and after the marriage but the word “divorce” can imply a
married woman as a “divorce” means the termination of property relationships between
the spouses as a result of which each of them is free to choose their own way”.56

3.2 The Fate of the Marriage Portion in the Case of Termination of Marriage
According to Old Georgian Law

According to Georgian habitual law, movable and immovable property brought by a
woman as her marriage portion was disposed of in the following manner in the case of
divorce: according to the Book of Law of Beka and Aghbugha, the immovable property
unconditionally given to a woman by her patents was regarded as indivisible property. It
was the same situation with “namzitvi, nasiskhli and naskhidvi” (types of marriage portions)
with respect to which the husband did not enjoy any rights in the case of divorce. The
property right of a woman to a marriage portion was so unconditional that even the state
used to abstain from the violation of the indivisibility of this type of property. The marriage
portion given by the parents was also indivisible with only few exceptions.

51 The Digestae of Justinian, Book 23.63.8.
52 ibid, 23.3.42.
53 ibid, 23.3.10.
54 ibid, 23.3.11.
55 This term also meant the unilateral dissolution of engagement.
56 Digeste ou Pandectes, Livre Cinquantième,16.191, Paris, 1995.
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According to professor Nadareishvili, “if a wife abandoned her husband at her own will
and desire and married again, the immovable property given to her as a marriage portion
when she was in her former husband’s house was transferred under the disposal of her
parents and the future fate of this property depended on them. Consequently, when the
case concerned the parents, the fate of the “samamulo”, or property given to them by the
wife’s father was not as unconditional as in other cases”.57

In the case of divorce, the basic marriage portion was returned to the woman whilst the
yield was divided into two parts. In the event of the divorce of an older couple, the women
who left her husband’s family never demanded the return of her satavno as she was well
aware that is was already combined with common family property or was sold during the
very first year of marriage and used for her needs.

Further, engagement gifts were also the wife’s property and they should not have been
used for any coverage of her husband’s debts and, therefore, a mother or a step-mother
unconditionally received back all of these gifts, the marriage portion and other things
given to her as a prospective bride within the engagement.58

In the case of the separation of a family, the marriage portion which constituted a land
parcel was not included in the common share of the family and was maintained by the wife
if she belonged to the gentry. In the case of a peasant woman, however, the marriage
portion was not separated from the estate.

A husband, who abandoned his wife without any reason, was punished by the payment of
half blood (a type of sanction). As regards a wife, in the case of abandonment of her
husband she was punished by the payment of full blood (a type of sanction). In the opinion
of a lawmaker, a wife should never dare to commit such an act of abandoning her husband.
As compared with a husband, a wife is a person with limited rights. The lawmakers provided
for different sanctions for a wife and a husband for one and the same offence. A wife was
charged with a property punishment twice as large as that of a husband. The lawmaker
says: “A woman must not dare to abandon her husband. If she does, let her be cursed by
God for her backbiting and impudent behaviour and let her pay for that by blood to the
family of her husband” (Article 32).59

With respect to the rights of spouses, particular mentioned should be made of Article 29
of the Book of Laws of Beka Mandaturtukhutsesi which says: “Is a man abandons his wife
without any reason, he must give her half blood and the marriage portion in full”.

The Dzeglisdeba (Set of Laws) of Giorgi Brtskinvale provides for the imposition of half
blood for the abandonment of a wife (“If a man abandons his wife without any reason,
when she is without blame in this, and divorces her, he must pay half blood to her family).

57 Nadareishvili, op.cit., 46.
58 Nadareishvili, op.cit., 27.
59 Nadareishvili, op.cit., 50.
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The law of the highlands does not provide for the future fate of the marriage portion and this is easily
understandable: the main reason for this is that the property relationships between spouses and
the institution of the marriage portion were less developed in the highlands as compared with the
lowland regions of Georgia. The property rights of a woman were more or less protected not only
in the case of her abandonment but also in the case of a divorce by her husband for reason of her
licentiousness. In both cases, she retained the right to her marriage portion. An unfaithful wife could
have been exiled from a family but no one would have retained her property (… if a woman is a
whore, her marriage portion is a whore, too…). Irrespective of the gravity of a crime committed
by a wife against her husband, she still maintains the property right to her marriage portion.60

When a marriage was terminated due to the death of a wife, her marriage portion was disposed
of in the following manner: the woman’s satavno was maintained by her husband and “if the latter
was old and could not take care of the cattle, he would give them to the other person or his son”.61

After a mother’s death, the deduli (the marriage portion given by a mother) was inherited by
a woman’s children (mainly by her daughters) and if the woman was childless, her deduli was
returned to the motherland of her mother. “After a mother’s death, the deduli was not returned
to a mother’s house or her family but was rather maintained by her children. This was the
tradition in the eighth and ninth centuries and the same tradition was maintained afterwards,
too. The procedures and established rules in the case of the death of a woman who was
given a marriage portion but had no children are not shown in the old books and it is not
known whether or not the deduli was returned to woman’s house or to her relatives as it
was in later centuries or if there were some other rules”.62 It seem that after marriage, the
deduli joined the mamuli (the marriage portion give by a father) and became its constituent.

4. Conclusion

1. It can be asserted that the origin of the institution of the marriage portion in ancient
Rome and ancient Georgia was related to marriage at a certain stage of the development
of society at the time. The sources mention a marriage portion as a regular and almost
mandatory accessory of the marriage whose provision was regarded as a dignity and a
moral obligation of a father in marrying off a daughter. As time passed, the aforementioned
became his legal obligation and even the subject of state interest. Consequently, the
mothers also became obliged to provide their daughter with a marriage portion.

2. A marriage portion was (and still is) the part of woman’s property which she used to
take from her father’s house into her husband’s family. At the earlier stage of development
of the institution of the marriage portion, it consisted only of personal items although it
subsequently came to include cattle (in Georgia), household furnishings, money, land
and goods from the intellectual field.

60 Nadareishvili, op.cit., 49.
61 Machabeli, op.cit. 62.
62 Javakhishvili, The History of Georgian Law, II Book, section 2, Tbilisi, 1929, 375 (In Georgian).
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3. Earlier, women enjoyed limited social rights and were quite powerless both in ancient
Rome and ancient Georgia. They were not entitled to independently dispose of their
marriage portions either during their marriage or after divorce. As time passed, together
with emancipation, women acquired the right to dispose of the marriage portion through
a representative and then, in time, even independently.

4. Both in Rome and Georgia, the importance of the marriage portion grew along with the
economic development of the society and it can be said that it played a decisive role in
the marriage of a husband and wife.

5. The marriage portion was disposed of commensurate with habitual and legal rules in
both Rome and Georgia. Georgia, however, differed from Rome according to its social
and economic arrangement of society as it was at the time.

6. Lawyers in ancient Rome and ancient Georgia thoroughly analysed and studied the
marriage portion as one of the types of private property to include its essence and the
object and rules of its disposal during the marriage and in the case of divorce.
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